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Abstract 

Integral data testing of JENDL-3.2 is being performed in the activities of two 

working groups of the Japanese Nuclear Data Committee. The continuous and 

group-wise libraries prepared from JENDL-3.2 are planned to be tested by the 

working groups. In this paper, the continuos library FSXLIB-J3R2 processed from 

JENDL-3.2 for MCNP was tested for fission and fusion neutrons using data of 

integral experiments and compared to the results of JENDL-3.1. The results of 

integral data testing of JENDL-3.2 for fusion and shielding application are 

reviewed. 

1 . Introduction 

Integral data testing of JENDL-3.21) is extensively being performed as the activities of both 

Fusion Neutronics Integral Test Working Group and Shielding Integral Test Working Group 

organized under the Reactor Constant Sub-Committee of the Japanese Nuclear Data Committee. 

Main contributors in the WGs for integral testing is listed in Table 1. Fusion Neutronics WG 

focused on fusion application, while Shielding WG rather focused on fission reactor shielding 

application. Hence, the former WG picked up the recent experiments for a variety of materials with 

simple geometry using DT accelerator sources, and the latter WG selected shielding materials with 

rather complicated geometry using a fission reactor. The integral experiments performed mainly in 

Japanese facilities such as OKTAVIAN and FNS were selected to test for fusion reactor application 

because there is few new experiment in the world except Japan. On the other hand, experiments to 

test for reactor shielding were chosen from the foreign experiments such as ORNL, KfK and 

Winfrith. 

The MCNP calculations for those experiments were performed in the same way as the 

previous benchmark test2'3) for JENDL-3.1.4) In this time, integral data testing specially for 

gamma-ray was newly added with new gamma-ray benchmark experiments for Cu, W, Fe 

performed after completion of JENDL-3.1. On the other hand, The FENDL activity is conducted 

by IAEA/NDS coordination for making standard libraries so as to use in the International Tokamak 
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Experimental Reactor (ITER) design. For this purpose, the FENDL-15) transport library is being 

tested to feed back the results to FENDL-2 compilation. The candidate evaluations for FENDL-2 

include JENDL-Fusion File with the file-6 form which was partly evaluated for JENDL-3.2. 

Materials included in the selected integral experiments were Li, Be, C, N, O, F, Mn, Al, Si, 

Ti, Ni, Fe, Cr, Co, Cu, Zr, Nb, Mo, Pb, W for fusion neutronics experiments and Fe, stainless 

steel and Na for fission shielding experiments. The calculated results compared to the experiments 

are presented with some key discussions and the status of JENDL-3.2 validation is summarized. 

2 . Experiments Selected for Integral Testing 

The integral experiments for data testing of fusion materials were chosen from the recent 

fusion integral experiments performed at FNS in JAERI and at OKTAVIAN in Osaka University. 

Most of those experiments were compiled in the report6) and the latest compilation was made by 

IAEA/NDS for FENDL benchmarks7). These are of simple geometry and mostly single material to 

eliminate a modeling uncertainty. One is for leakage spectrum and in-system parameters such as 

spectrum and reaction rates on slabs, and the other is for leakage spectrum on spheres. Since the 

latter with a rather thin shell is affected by back-angle scatterings more than the former, the effect 

by cross section might be appeared in different way. For shielding experiments, the different types 

of experiments were selected to examine by the different sensitivity of measured response on the 

selected important materials, i.e., Fe and Na. 

For gamma-ray, there also exist two types of experiments, i.e., in-system response on 

slabs and leakage spectrum from spheres. However, since the latter case was measured by pulse 

neutron technique to separate neutron contribution, the gamma-ray produced by slowing down 

neutrons was rejected by time cut-off. This seems to give different information on gamma-ray 

production cross sections. 

3 . Processed Library 

Because transport calculations require the processed libraries suitable for their 

computational methods, a nuclear data file has to be converted to the libraries. The continuous 

pointwise cross section library FSXLIB-J3R28) was prepared from JENDL-3.2 nuclear data file 

for this purpose. The NJOY83.6 was used for the process of 340 nuclides. The multigroup library 

JSSTDL-3.2 with 195 neutron and 104 gamma-ray groups is also being prepared but not 

completed yet. Thus the integral data testing was performed for the continuous library, except for 

special computing codes such as NITRAN and DIAC which used their own libraries processed 

from JENDL-3.2. 
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4 . Results and Discussion 

4.1 Testing for Neutron Data 

Cross sections of JENDL-3.2 for most of materials are more or less improved from 

JENDL-3.1. The results of Li20, C, N, O, Ti, Zr, Nb, Mo, W, Na, Fe showed better agreements 

than the JENDL-3.1 results. Figure 1 shows the example of improvement for neutron emission 

spectrum in the 0.5-3 MeV energy region of the liquid-nitrogen slab experiment. While some 

materials, e.g., Al, Si,Cr, Mn, Co, Pb were still similar or worse. Specially for the lead results, the 

large discrepancy was found in the emission spectrum below 1 MeV. As for Be, the JENDL-3.2 

was not revised but new experiments of sphere leakage spectrum were analyzed and tested. The 

new results showed reverse tendency of discrepancy below 2MeV region to the slab leakage result 

as shown in Fig. 2. This suggests that the reason can be attributed to angular distribution of (n,2n) 

reaction. 

As for important material, Fe, the extensive analyses were performed by Yamano9) and 

Maekawa10), separately to point out the deficits of Fe data in JENDL-3.1. Yamano pointed out that 

the Q-value of 1st level of 56Fe and 58Fe (MT=55) was mismatched to that of natural iron from 

analyses of sphere leakage experiment as shown in Fig. 3 , while Maekawa pointed out cross 

section of 1st level of 57Fe (MT=51) which is minor abundance 2.2% affected the low energy 

spectrum in deep penetration. Figure 4 shows the effects of MT=51 and MT=55 improve separately 

the integrated flux in low energy regions. 

4.2 Gamma-ray Data 

The gamma-ray emission spectra from sphere were fairly good for most of materials 

tested,11) e.g., for CF2, Al, Si, Co, Mo, Cu. Some materials still need improvements as shown in 

Fig. 5 for Cr. The overall performance is easily seen in Fig. 6 which indicates the calculated to 

measured values of the energy integrated spectra for each material of the sphere experiments. The 

energy information is most important in gamma-ray transport calculation to estimate energy 

production and nuclear heating. From the figure, it can be seen that the C/Es of the JENDL-3.2 fall 

within 15%. This assures the good quality of gamma-ray production data of JENDL-3.2 for 14 

MeV energy neutrons. 

The in-system experiments are sensitive to lower energy neutrons in deep positions of the 

assmbly. In the benchmark test of JENDL-3.1 by using those experiments, it was pointed out that 

an energy balance of gamma-ray data to neutron data ahould be carefully kept. This was taken 

account into the JENDL-3.2 evaluation, so that the large improvement was obtained for gamma-ray 

heating measurements as shown in Fig. 7 for W. However, the energy balance still should be 

checked, because the C/E value in the figure is still large by a factor of 2. 
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5 . Summary 

The first round test was almost finished for the JENDL-3.2 continuous library. However, 

for practical use of nuclear data, the multigroup library should also be tested. The results of integral 

data testing showed improvements for the experiments with most of materials, but some 

discrepancies were still observed in the low energy emission spectra for heavy materials. For 

gamma-ray data, the spectrum shape was almost satisfied, however, the integrated value such as 

gamma-ray heating tends to be overestimated for deep penetration problems including gamma-ray 

production by lower energy neutrons. 

The fusion file is being prepared, because it was pointed out that angular-energy correlation 

is important in fusion neutron energy region. Thus finally those data should be tested for fusion 

application. At the same time, the data testing of FENDL-1 is being performed and compared to the 

JENDL-3.2. 
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Table 1 Integral Experiments and Participants for Testing of JENDL-3.2 

Fusion Neutronics Integral Test WG 

FNS-Slab 
In-system Experiment n&y Fe, Cu, W Y. Oyama+, F. Maekawa, T. Mori 
Leakage Spectrum-TOF Li20, Be, C,... K. Ueki, 

(Multigroup) K. Hayashi, K. Maki 
OKTAVIAN Pulsed Sphere n&y LiF, CF2, Be, A. Takahashi, C. Ichihara 

F, Si, Cu, Zr, Pb,... F. Maekawa(y-ray) 
OBNINSK Pulsed Sphere Fe,... K. Ueki 
KfK Sphere Be K. Hayashi 

Library Preparation FSXLIB-J3R2 K. Kosako 

Shielding Integral Test WG 

ORNL-TSF Fe N. Yamano+, A. Hasegawa 
Broomstick Experiments Na, O, N, SS A. Hasegawa 

ORNL-TSF Fe M. Kawai, K. Ueki 
JASPER Fe,y T. Mori, A. Ohashi 

Na M. Kawai 
KfK Sphere (Cf-252) n&y Fe, N. Yamano, K. Ueki 
FNS DeepPenetration(14MeV) SS316L,y H. Nakashima 
RPI C Y. Matsumoto 

+ working group leader 
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Fig. 1 Neutron emission spatra from the 20 
cm-thick liquid nitrogen slab at 24.9 
degree. 
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Fig. 2 Neutron spectra leaking from Be-sphere 
with thickness of 5.825 cm calculated 
by the NITRAN-1D code. The Be data of 
ENDF/B-IV is the same as that of 
FENDL-1. 
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Fig. 3 Calculated results of the KfK sphere 
leakage experiment on iron showing 
large difference in the nuclear data 
for low energy spectrum. 

Fig. 4 Effects of 1st level data of iron 
isotopes. The JENDL-3. 2 was changed 
in cross section of MT=51 and Q-value 
of MT=55. 
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Fig. 5 Gamma-ray emission spectrum from the 
Cr sphere. The JENDL-3.2 still over
estimates the spectrum at 2-5 MeV. 

Fig. 6 Overall performance of gamma produc
tion data for integral energy release 
with the 14 MeV neutron sphere 
experiments. 
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Fig. 7 Incorrect energy balance in JENDL-3.1 
enhanced gamma-ray heating in the 
tungsten slab experiment. In spite of 
much improvement by JENDL-3. 2, the 
C/E is still large by a factor of 2. 
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